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Our Members

Board of Directors

OUR MEMBERS AND CUSTOMERS
AEPCO Class A Members
			
			

AEPCO Class D Energy
Services Members
Headquarters
City, State

Headquarters Miles Meters Members
City, State of Line Served Per Mile

AEC
Kevin Short, General Manager Anza, CA
744 5,159
7
DVEC
Steve Lunt, CEO
Duncan, AZ
457 2,609
4
GCEC 		
Kirk Gray, CEO
Pima, AZ 1,261 7,679
6
MEC* 		
J. Tyler Carlson, CEO Bullhead City, AZ 1,540 40,837
22
SSVEC*		
Creden Huber, CEO
Willcox, AZ 4,168 58,799
12
TRICO*
Vin Nitido, CEO
Marana, AZ 3,819 46,391
10
*Partial Requirements Member

Customers
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Central Arizona Water Conservation District
Theodore Cooke, General Manager

Phoenix, AZ

Lincoln County Power District No. 1
David Luttrell, General Manager

Pioche, NV

The AEPCO Board of Directors at its monthly meeting, December 2019,
above. Below left, AEPCO board member Dan Barrera, also a member of the
SSVEC Board of Directors, presents a capital credits check for $10,070.56
from SSVEC to AEPCO CEO Patrick Ledger (l) and Tyler Carlson (r), board
president. The money was donated back to the SSVEC Foundation. Below
right, Kathy Moreno, engineering projects support administrator, is recognized
by Tyler Carlson for her 40 years of service as an AEPCO employee. Moreno
said her career “has been fascinating, learning something new every day.”

Metropolitan Water District of Southern California
Brent Yamasaki, Chief of Operations
Los Angeles, CA
Southwest Public Power Agency
Ken Robbins, SPPA Board Vice President and
ED2 General Manager

Maricopa, AZ

Valley Electric Association, Inc.
Mark Stallons, CEO

Pahrump, NV

Avra Valley I&DD
City of Safford
Electrical District 2
Morenci Water & Electric

Silverbell I&DD
Town of Marana
Town of Thatcher
UNS Electric
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A Message to
Our Members
As the Arizona G&T Cooperatives enter 2020, our
message is a simple one — we are entirely focused
on aligning our organization, systems and culture to
best serve our Members. At the biannual strategic
planning session in October, the AEPCO and Sierra
Southwest Boards of Directors helped solidify
this objective by clarifying our mission and vision
statements, and by introducing an important new
statement summarizing our cooperative values:

• We promote a culture of transparency,
trust and high ethical standards.
• We place the collective interests of our
Members first.

Tyler Carlson
AEPCO Board President
CEO, Mohave Electric Cooperative

• We optimize assets and investments, operate a
diverse and economical power resource portfolio
and transmission network, provide a diversity of
value-added services and actively manage risk.
• We are prepared to meet the business,
regulatory and industry challenges of the
present and future.
• We are committed to the cooperative principles
and the communities we serve.
Our commitment to these values is reflected in our
strategic plan, and it is reflected in the considerable
work we accomplished in 2019.

Patrick Ledger
Executive Vice President and CEO,
Arizona G&T Cooperatives
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AEPCO continues to hold the line on costs. After
declining by close to 20% since 2010, controllable
costs have remained stable. Our rates have become
more competitive regionally. While other utilities
make dramatic shifts in their resource portfolios and
pay the costs of early adoption of new technologies,
we continue to maintain a diverse and flexible
portfolio of natural gas and coal-fired generation,
hydropower and solar resources. We made smart
investments to maintain reliable peaking capacity at
a fraction of new-build cost, that provide low-cost
emissions compliance and that allow us to quickly

switch fuels to meet changing market conditions.
Through our partnership with the ACES Western
Regional Trading Center, we continue to execute an
aggressive power-marketing strategy that has brought
total energy costs down to among the lowest of G&T
cooperatives nationally. Equity at 2019 year-end rose
to 40.20%, well above our A-rated G&T peer group.
And our participation in a program to pay Rural
Utilities Services debt off early, without penalty, has
reduced our annual long-term debt service costs by
about $5 million.

When we look back on 2019,
more than anything else,
we have learned that the
Arizona G&T Cooperatives can
and will adapt to rapid changes
in markets and technology,
as well as the changing
expectations of our Members.

Our directive to maintain a diverse and economical
power portfolio of course requires constant
vigilance to comply with a myriad of environmental
standards, but it has also led to innovative low-cost
technical solutions that have substantially lowered
our emissions profile. Our leadership and advocacy
have also helped ensure reasonable and sensible
implementation of new rules, such as the Affordable
Clean Energy rule, which recognizes the unique
challenges of smaller nonprofit cooperatives and
public power utilities. Experienced leadership
was important as well in rebuilding our Critical
Infrastructure Protection compliance program in
2019. These solutions, combined with fundamental
organizational changes, greater personal
accountability and training, major compliance
software system additions, and multiple scheduled
mock audits, ensure that our program is now
moving toward best practices.

Mohave Electric Cooperative and Arizona Public
Service customers in the area. Several
additional power backup arrangements were
approved and are moving forward in the service
areas of other Members.
Concomitant with these developments, AEPCO
began working with Members to improve our
transmission network agreements to ensure equitable
treatment, more consistent planning criteria and a
clearer path forward. We joined with public power
and government utilities to conduct a comprehensive
study assessing the costs and benefits of entering
an Energy Imbalance Market. Our planning
and analytical team developed a robust resource
planning model to evaluate the continued efficacy of
AEPCO generation against newer generation and
renewable opportunities. Our system engineering
team continues to study the impact of intermittent
resources on regulation and reserve requirements.
We assembled an interdisciplinary team with
our Members to model a variety of options for
upgrading AEPCO’s complex billing system to
further incorporate hourly cost-causation principles
and improve cost allocations. And AEPCO engineers
have established a new technical work team to
examine — together with our Members, impacts
and opportunities associated with newer technology,
including microgrid, energy storage and grid
optimization technologies, among other things.
When we look back on 2019, more than anything
else, we have learned that the Arizona G&T
Cooperatives can and will adapt to rapid changes
in markets and technology, as well as the changing
expectations of our Members. We are doing so in a
cautious way by adhering to our cooperative values
— continuing to operate as economically as possible,
working with our Members to carefully prepare for
the challenges of the future, and providing stable
and reliable service to the communities at the
end of the line.

Perhaps our most ambitious challenge in 2019 was
initiating several projects to improve our technical
sophistication and make structural modifications to
our contract, rates and policies as recommended by
our Members. We began to address longstanding
transmission reliability concerns by completing the
Bagdad Interconnect Project in Mohave County,
providing mutual power backup service to both
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Maintaining Capacity
Overhauling GT3
We are committed to providing our
Members with the capacity they need as
reliably and cost-effectively as possible.
A project that overhauled Gas Turbine 3
(GT3) in 2019 strengthens our ability to
generate energy reliably and economically
for the long term. While this project
presented us with a series of unforeseen
challenges, our dedicated team
persevered to overcome these difficulties
and successfully maximize the value of a
key asset.
GT3, which has been in operation at Apache
Generating Station since 1975, is capable of quickly
reaching full load operation. It is an important
asset in meeting the peak load requirements
of our Members or responding to unexpected
contingencies, such as generation unit outages
or transmission curtailments. That becomes
particularly beneficial during
summer months when high demand drives up
energy market prices.
The last major overhaul of GT3 was performed
20 years ago, in 1999. While the unit had become
due for another overhaul to align it with original
equipment manufacturer (OEM) standards, the
decision to delay a major overhaul was influenced by
yearly usage assessments and inspections, and more
recently, because the unit was scheduled to reach the
end of its contract life in 2020.
In February 2018, a standard borescopic inspection
of GT3 revealed turbine blade seal pins showing
signs of excessive wear, which caused irregular
movement in some of the blades. Additional
inspection also showed damage to the unit’s
compressor lock pins. It was determined that
these damaged lock pins could potentially fail,
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releasing blades and causing additional damage
throughout the turbine assembly, thereby triggering a
catastrophic failure of GT3. The unit was therefore
removed from service beginning in the spring of
2018.
A cost analysis was performed to weigh the
comparative costs of overhauling the unit versus
immediately retiring it and building replacement
generation. The cost of replacing GT3 with a new
turbine was estimated at $50 million to $60 million.
In addition to this significant capital expense, retiring
GT3 would mean an accompanying loss of
65 MW of capacity as well as the increased costs of
buying power on the energy market while a new unit
was being built. It was clear this extended outage
period could have serious negative impacts
on Members.
In October 2018, our Members and Board of
Directors determined that overhauling GT3 to OEM
specifications and getting it back in service was the
most prudent approach from both economic and
operational standpoints. The cost of overhauling the
unit was estimated at approximately $4.25 million.
The overhaul process began in October 2018.
After additional inspections, the preliminary scope
of repairs was expanded to include turbine rotor
and generator rotor repairs. These were completed
and the unit was reassembled in the first three
months of 2019.
GT3 is a critical asset and the
decision by the AEPCO Board
of Directors and our Members to
overhaul it to original equipment
manufacturer specifications ensures a
source of reliable generation for years
to come. Above, the turbine motor
is installed in GT3.
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When the reassembled GT3 was restarted in May
2019, it was carefully tested and monitored to
ensure its operating performance was up to our
standards. Additional work was required to address
unacceptable vibration rates and temperature
differentials on startup. Working closely with our
contractors and a third-party inspector, these
irregularities were resolved and GT3 was finally
returned to service in mid-July.
The overhaul achieved a considerable reduction in
the unit’s heat rate, improving its efficiency, reducing
emissions on a lb/MWh basis and lowering its cost
of producing energy.

In October 2018, our Members
and Board of Directors
determined that overhauling
GT3 to OEM specifications and
getting it back in service was
the most prudent approach
from both economic and
operational standpoints.

GT3 continues to provide valuable peaking
generation as well as increases our reserve capacity
to respond to a variety of contingencies. Improved
operating performance and cost-efficiency
contributes to a favorable return on investment for
the overhaul.
With today’s lower natural gas prices, GT3 is an
important hedge against higher market peaking
costs. We also expect to use GT3 to sell power
occasionally in a market driven in part by reductions
in generating capacity resulting from coal unit
retirements, such as the 2019 retirement of the
2,250-megawatt Navajo Generating Station
near Page, Arizona.
By overcoming a significant challenge, we were able
to maximize the value of a major asset and maintain
reliability for our Members.
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Energy Innovation
SunAnza Phase II
Fulfilling our mission to deliver reliable,
affordable power to our Members in a
rapidly changing industry requires us to
constantly adapt and innovate. We are
finding solutions that respond to individual
Member needs while also serving the best
interests of all AEPCO Members.
Anza Electric Cooperative, AEPCO’s only
California-based Class A Member, serves the high
desert communities of Anza, Garner Valley, Pinyon
Pines and parts of Aguanga. Delivering energy to
customers in such a remote service territory presents
Anza Electric with significant challenges.
Among those challenges is a regulatory environment
that is among the most onerous in the United States,
one in which all of California’s electric utilities
function. For example, California utilities are subject
to the oversight of the California Air Resource
Board (CARB), which administers a complex
program that requires annual reporting of emissions
for all resources used to serve load and an auction
platform for carbon allowances. Financial obligations
are imposed for resources that have higher carbon
emissions, such as natural gas and coal.
Ensuring that Anza’s power resources are used
efficiently and appropriately requires both
complex market decisions and complicated
regulatory analysis.
The challenges of delivering energy to the remote
Anza Valley are compounded by the transmission
facilities used by Anza Electric, which have limited
capacity and historically have been unreliable.
Although AEPCO now procures energy for Anza
Electric through the California Independent
System Operator (CAISO) market, it is ultimately
delivered over the same constrained lines owned and
maintained by Southern California Edison (SCE).
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Anza EC
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The threat of outages on SCE transmission
facilities was magnified in the summer of 2018 by
the Cranston Fire — a wildfire that burned more
than 13,000 acres in southwest Riverside County,
California. During this fire, SCE’s lines were out
of service for approximately 10 days across Anza
Electric’s service territory. We worked with Anza
under emergency conditions to deliver six 2-MW
temporary generators along with transformers
to the main Anza Electric substation. This was
sufficient to back up approximately 80% of the
Anza load for the duration of the outage, delivering
essential energy to homes and businesses in their
service territory for about one week. Through the
extraordinary actions of its employees, Anza was
able to keep the lights on in the communities it
serves during a period of mass evacuations, road
closures and other emergency conditions.
A history of service problems, underscored by
the Cranston Fire, has driven concerns for Anza
Electric about its transmission reliability and
energy resilience. The urgency to overcome these
service challenges is heightened by Anza Electric’s
anticipated growth. According to forecasts, Anza’s
service territory is expected to grow beyond its
current transmission capacity in the next decade.
Its system has a critical need for solutions to address
growth and improve reliability.

We are working closely with Anza Electric to
address these concerns and develop solutions. A
study conducted in 2011 analyzed the comparative
costs of numerous options for expanding Anza’s
capacity. These options included on-system
generation with a microturbine fueled by natural
gas, as well as building new transmission lines on a
variety of new paths. For each of these prospective
projects, geographic constraints were significant
and the cost of building new infrastructure to
serve the relatively small load of Anza Electric
proved to be prohibitive — not only making them
difficult to finance, but almost certainly requiring a
significant accompanying rate increase. Additionally,
implementing any of these options for establishing
new transmission sources could have taken as long as
a decade to accomplish.
We work with SCE on an ongoing basis to
improve the transmission system required to reliably
serve Anza Electric’s load. Together, we continue to
investigate potential additional improvements, such
as using other SCE lines as a secondary transmission
path to backfeed Anza Electric and increase its
capacity, as well as improving the import capacity for
Anza’s growing distribution system.

Ensuring that Anza’s power
resources are used efficiently
and appropriately requires both
complex market decisions and
complicated regulatory analysis.

Continuing to explore additional solutions, we more
recently partnered with the nationally renowned
Sandia National Laboratories to conduct an analysis
of options for adding capacity and improving
reliability. The National Rural Electric Cooperative
Association (NRECA), the service organization

for America’s electric cooperatives, was also
instrumental in obtaining funding for this research
from the U.S. Department of Energy. Our study
suggested deferring major transmission upgrades.
Designing and installing battery storage with
microgrid facilities was deemed the most practical —
and most cost-effective — solution for Anza Electric.
Phase II of Sierra Southwest 2 MW SunAnza
project will expand the existing SunAnza Electric
photovoltaic generation facility with an additional
1.4 MW of solar panels. It will also include onsystem battery storage with a microgrid control
system. This project also helps Anza Electric to
continue to reduce its exposure to CARB penalties
while expanding its portfolio of renewable resources.
The energy provided by the SunAnza project,
battery storage and microgrid, will improve
reliability and resiliency by furnishing a valuable
source of backup energy to ensure against outages.
In the event of an outage on the SCE line, the
battery will kick in to feed critical areas of the service
territory, including the local business district.
An additional benefit of battery storage is
strengthening Anza Electric’s capability to reduce its
energy import and offset higher market costs during
summer peaks or market disruptions.
As part of Phase II of the microgrid project, Sierra
Southwest is designing and installing a control
system that will better regulate energy flow by
controlling breakers and feeders on the distribution
system, including voltage from the solar field and
battery storage. Our experience in programming our
EMS system and smart technology at our substations
will be invaluable in creating this innovative
control system.
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Before Phase I of the SunAnza project, Anza had
no renewable generation sources in its energy
portfolio. As we move forward with Phase II, Anza’s
portfolio mix will include approximately 28%
renewables, helping to manage its exposure to
CARB standards.

SunAnza PV Project Site Plan

Increasing Anza Electric’s capacity and improving
its transmission facilities and resources remains
a priority. We currently are assisting Anza in
upgrading an existing substation with a new
transformer that will add capacity to its system.
In addition, we are designing a new substation for
Anza Electric and will participate in the
construction of that facility.
Barry Brown, Arizona G&T Cooperatives’s
executive director of engineering and transmission
maintenance, has been actively involved in managing
the procurement efforts for both phases of the
SunAnza project. He has worked closely with
NRECA to write the specifications for the project.
Anza Electric will be primarily responsible for the
costs of the facilities and maintenance.

This SunAnza PV project site plan shows
the location of the solar fields and the battery
storage project that is part of Phase II in
relation to the Anza EC headquarters, at
right. Arizona G&T Cooperatives engineering
has provided planning and engineering
support for all aspects of the project. This
includes designing and installing a microgrid
control system to regulate energy flow by
controlling breakers and feeders on the
distribution system.
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As we move forward with
Phase II, Anza’s portfolio mix
will include approximately 28%
renewables, helping to manage
its exposure to CARB standards.

28%

renewables in
portfolio mix

Desert flowers bloom in Anza-Borrego Desert State
Park, which takes its name from 18th century
Spanish explorer Juan Bautista de Anza
and borrego, a Spanish word for sheep.
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Optimizing Energy
Expanding Marketing Solutions
Ensuring we have adequate power
resources to meet our Members’
demand, and delivering that energy at
the lowest possible cost, are priorities for
AEPCO. Operating a robust and efficient
energy marketing operation is one
important component in achieving
that balance.

AEPCO and ACES have a unique partnership that
combines the regional expertise of AEPCO with the
national presence of ACES, complementing and
generating opportunities for both entities.
ACES traders work around-the-clock forecasting
the impact of weather on electric loads, locking
in day-ahead opportunities and ensuring energy
portfolios for all Members are optimized on an hourby-hour basis. To achieve the optimal balance at the
lowest cost possible, traders seek counterparties for
energy trades throughout the Western Interconnect,
reaching as far as the Pacific Northwest and
Canada. Expanding trading partners has led to
more opportunities for ACES traders to outperform
market index pricing averages during both on-peak
and off-peak periods.

We continue to work hand-in-hand with our partner,
ACES, to buy and sell energy, as well as manage
market risk. ACES operates through the West
Regional Trading Center (West RTC) in Benson.
Since 2011, the West RTC has expanded from a
nine-person operation to more than 16 traders, and
now serves more than 30 cooperative and public
power entities in Arizona, California and Nevada.
Annual West RTC trade volume has expanded more
than 10 times, from about 400,000 MW hours in
2011 to more than 5 million MW hours in 2019.

ACES analysts play a vital role in how we prepare
for summer peak loads. For some Members with
loads that exceed their allocated capacity in AEPCO
generation resources, exposure to the market can
result in unpredictable short-term market pricing or
supply limitations. To mitigate these risks, AEPCO

AEPCO-ACES WRTC Traded MWh Volume
7,000,000

Total MWh

6,000,000
5,000,000
4,000,000
3,000,000
2,000,000
1,000,000
0
2011

2012

2013

2014

2015
BUY
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2016

2017

2018

2019

Ramon Fimbres (l), trading analyst scheduler power,
and Joshua Harris, manager of trading, monitor
next-day power schedules while Nadia Wer, trading
analyst scheduler power (in background), reviews
trading schedules. ACES traders consistently buy
energy on our behalf below market index prices and
have sold above the market index price during both
on-peak and off-peak periods.

and ACES work together to develop an annual plan
to ensure Members are prepared for the summer by
limiting market exposure, from both pricing and
risk perspectives.
The AEPCO and ACES team has implemented
other procedures that both lower costs and achieve
certain strategic objectives for the benefit of our
Members. For example, AEPCO’s power dispatch
has been adapted to maximize purchases of excess
solar generation at distressed prices from California,
where renewable requirements have outpaced the
ability of the system operator to effectively integrate
this excess energy, leading to a distorted market.
Our operators have developed a routine to ramp
down larger thermal units during solar hours so
marketers can maximize purchases of excess solar
energy, priced far below its actual production cost.
In addition to reducing our carbon footprint, this
strategy has helped lower the average cost of energy
to our Members.

AEPCO and ACES work together
to develop an annual plan to
ensure Members are prepared
for the summer by limiting
market exposure, from both
pricing and risk perspectives.

Another successful strategy has been to optimize
the inter-hour dispatch of federal hydropower
from Hoover Dam. This allows us to balance loads
and resources, reducing the need to swing thermal
units while providing a low-cost, quick-response
regulating resource to help integrate the expansion
of renewable resources.

SELL
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• Enhanced collaboration
initiatives by expanding
ISO/RTO forums
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Total MWh
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Utilities participating in EIMs can take advantage
of favorable pricing opportunities. Partnering with
other energy producers to share generation resources
encourages greater operational efficiency and
flexibility, and makes it easier to efficiently balance
resources and loads. For a utility like AEPCO
with quick-start natural gas generation, there are
opportunities to sell energy at a profit.
An EIM provides a wider footprint with more
resources available to cover loads. A more diverse
fleet of resources also means greater access to
renewable energy.
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As part of our analysis, we are comparing the relative
benefits of two EIM providers. Real-time balancing is
primarily the same with each entity, but there are key
differences in the providers’ full two-day markets. The
first EIM we are studying is operated by the California
ISO. The second is operated by the Southwest Power
Pool (SPP). In both markets, trades are executed in
15-minute increments through bids and offers, and
are cleared by a central market operator, resulting in
the 5-minute dispatch of resources.

ACES Average Transactions vs. Palo Verde Market — Off-Peak
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Differences include the type of resources available,
dispatch and transmission logistics, and potential
economic benefits to our Members. We anticipate
presenting study results and options regarding
potential EIM membership by the third quarter of
2020.
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• Added natural gas strategy
services to help ACES
members and customers
optimize their natural
gas storage and
transportation assets

$40

Jul

• Assisted a new G&T in
Louisiana in developing
and managing a power
supply RFP

$60

May

• Began providing Integrated
Resource Planning services

$80

Mar

• Provided ongoing support
to one of its largest California
customers with CAISO
Energy Imbalance Market
implementation

$100

Jan

• Extended its capacity
and regulatory services to
several community choice
aggregators in California

$120

$/MWh

• Scheduled transactions
with the CENACE
Mexico markets

ACES Average Transactions vs. Palo Verde Market — On-Peak

$/MWh

ACES 2019
Highlights

Not only has our trading operation thrived in the
Western bilateral markets, AEPCO and ACES have
worked together to support Members with myriad
transactions in areas of California and Nevada
controlled by the Independent System Operator
(ISO). With considerable ISO market experience, the
AEPCO/ACES team is evaluating energy imbalance
market (EIM) opportunities. ACES has gained
extensive experience participating on behalf of its
members and customers in every major structured
market nationwide, and our EIM analysis is drawing
heavily on that experience.

Year - 2019

Off-Peak Purchase Avg. - ACES/AEPCO
Off-Peak Sale Avg. - ACES/AEPCO
Historical Off-Peak PV Price (Daily Average)
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Planning and Analytics
Forecasting Future Needs
The Arizona G&T Cooperatives planning
and analytics team performs studies that
determine how to most effectively operate
our existing power supply resources
— both physical generation and powerpurchasing agreements — as well as
plan for future resources. These analytics
help us develop strategies for optimizing
our assets, saving Members money and
planning for future energy-procurement
needs. They also are used by the traders
at ACES as a guideline for how to best
dispatch our system on a daily basis.

Our power supply engineers work closely with
our Members to prepare AEPCO for the summer
from both pricing and risk perspectives, ensuring
Member exposure is limited. AEPCO engineers
review generation and transmission records from
prior years to determine the amount of resources
required during summer peaks. They also study
market history, produce forecasts for demand and
consider hedge products available in the market
to address potential short-term resource needs.
Potential risks and rewards of hedge transactions are
analyzed in the context of the amount of capacity
that might be needed and the energy price risk that
could be offset. Finally, forecasts are developed for
the fuel requirements of our gas units, and analysts
determine whether natural gas hedges should be
purchased to minimize risk and price volatility
in the gas market.

The resource planning team also actively works with
energy services and other departments to revise the
allocation of energy costs to AEPCO Members. At
the request of our Members, we have performed
in-depth analyses to more accurately determine how
resources are allocated to Members and how costs
should be assigned. The resource planning team is in
the process of analyzing historical data to assess how
this new approach may impact Members in 2020
and beyond. Detailed historical data is being studied
on an hourly basis, including Members’ loads and
resources, as well as market purchases and sales that
were occurring during this period.
Our planning and analytics team is developing a
strategic plan that outlines how AEPCO will meet
our Members’ energy needs over the next 10 to 15
years. This long-range planning study, known as the
Member Resource Plan, provides a strategic road
map for assuring the resources are in place to achieve
a reliable, affordable energy future for our Members
over a wide range of potential future scenarios.
These plans will be continually updated and adapted
to incorporate new information, ensuring every new
idea and new opportunity is thoroughly evaluated.

Hedging is a practice that allows us
to buy a portion of our energy needs
in advance or take a financial position
to reduce the risk of adverse price
movements in an asset. Locking
in prices ahead of time effectively
minimizes risk to our Members by
preventing spikes in energy costs
caused by exposure to market volatility.
Hedging typically involves buying a
futures contract that gives us the right
to buy energy or natural gas on a future
date at a specified price. We typically
hedge as far as six months out. For
example, in January we begin hedging
for July. Without buying hedges in
advance, we run the risk of reaching the
summer months — when temperatures
rise and market energy prices rise
along with them — and being forced to
buy energy when power or natural gas
prices are highest.
There are two basic types of futures
contracts we engage in. The first
is a contract for physical delivery.
This involves an agreement with a
counterparty to buy energy on a
specific date and time at a set price.
Rather than being subject to market
pricing when that date arrives, we have
already locked in the price for delivery
of the required energy. A delivery
contract for natural gas follows the
same principle.

Logan Gernet (l), manager of resource operations, analytics
and planning; Charles Jones, power supply engineer II; and Brian
Bennett, power supply engineer I (next page), use advanced analytics
to determine how to optimize Arizona G&T Cooperatives’s current
power-supply resources while working to minimize risk and exposure
in planning for our future energy-procurement needs. Their forecasts
are critical in helping AEPCO provide our Members with the best and
most cost-efficient use of current and future energy resources.

Brian Bennett, power supply engineer I, working on an energy
cost allocation tool.
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Hedging Risks

The second kind of futures contract
is for financial difference. We use this
primarily for natural gas hedging. It
involves an agreement between two
parties on a price for natural gas on a
specified date. When the date arrives,
one party compensates the other
depending on how far the market
moved from the agreed-upon price.
This allows us to lock in a portion of
our fuel costs, thereby minimizing
the risk of fluctuations in the
natural gas market.
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Advancing
Technology
Our technical services team is all about
analytics, performing many studies to
ensure our system remains balanced and
stable. They write the code that controls
various computer platforms and systems,
manage networking and communications,
and maintain system critical equipment
such as hardware servers, firewall
switches and routers.
One of the more important challenges being
addressed by the system engineers on our technical
services team is the impact of rapidly expanding
intermittent renewable energy sources on our system.
Because the output of photovoltaic panels, for

example, fluctuates significantly with the weather, it
is increasingly challenging for system operators to
balance between load and generation. Operators rely
on existing reserve margins in our generation fleet,
or in our hydropower resources, to ramp up or down
as needed to balance to load. This quick-resource
response, called regulation, occurs in real-time and is
crucial to system operation. The challenge, then,
is to understand not only how to best optimize
the system using available resources, but also what
resources and reserves are necessary to provide
greater system flexibility as more renewable resources
are brought online.

Eric Jensen and Craig Bear check system operations in real time
from a monitor in EMS. The technical services team is also upgrading
the communications in system operations, replacing outdated
hardware, migrating the functions of a legacy point-to-point system
to a network model, and improving security and reliability on routing
and IP networks. The result will be a more cost-effective, robust and
reliable communications system that will be easier to maintain.

To confront this challenge, AEPCO system engineers
worked closely with ACES to develop a method
to derive regulation requirements on our system
using various sources of data, including data from
our Energy Management System (EMS) and EMS
supervisory control and data acquisition system
(SCADA). This process uses predictive tools to forecast
how events on the grid might affect energy flows on
our system, helps operators develop plans to mitigate
those issues in real-time and informs our longerterm planning to ensure AEPCO has the regulation
necessary to maintain a reliable system.

The rapid expansion of intermittent renewable energy sources has made it even
more critical that Arizona G&T Cooperatives has the ability to predict how these
fluctuating energy flows will impact our system, and that we have the ability to
mitigate those impacts. System operations and technical services personnel
involved in developing and using the predictive tools needed include (l-r) Robert
Cubley, senior power system controller; Jace Lewis, EMS Engineer II; Craig Bear,
operations engineer III; Ryan Manzo, manager of technical services; Eric Jensen,
system operations analyst; and Ricky Cole, EMS Engineer IV.
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Upgrading our communications system is another
way our technical services team is advancing better
service through technology. By replacing decades-old
communications hardware, as well as replacing an
old point-to-point system by migrating its functions
to a networked architecture, we’ve made our routing
and IP networks more secure and reliable. When
the communications system upgrade is completed
in 2020, we will have a robust, reliable system that is
easier to maintain and troubleshoot. In addition, we
have achieved significant cost savings by eliminating
thousands of dollars in monthly communication
subscriptions and leased lines. Implementing a

standardized family of hardware and software
makes it easier to stock replacement equipment
and train personnel.
The technical services team was also instrumental in
the drive to improve critical infrastructure protection
by replacing a wide range of manual compliance
processes with automation, streamlining workflows,
standardizing processes, improving record-keeping
and significantly decreasing employee time required
for performing compliance activity.
Ultimately, these new systems reinforce reliability,
increase resiliency and improve our ability to protect
our critical assets from malicious attacks.
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Building In Reliability
Backup Power Projects
In 2019, AEPCO completed a major new
transmission project that delivered muchneeded backup power to a remote area
in northwest Arizona served by Mohave
Electric Cooperative (MEC).
For more than 30 years, an agreement was in effect
between AEPCO, Arizona Public Service (APS)
and Freeport-McMoRan (FMI) that ensured mutual
transmission backup service for the eastern area of
the MEC service territory, FMI’s mine and the
town of Bagdad, Arizona. Unfortunately, the
agreement was terminated by FMI in 2017
for operational reasons.
Without an agreement in place, it was no longer
possible to back up MEC loads in the Bagdad area.
Instead, repair crews had to be dispatched over
long distances before service could be restored.
This meant that all outages — whether caused by
weather-related issues, damage to power lines or
maintenance being performed on the line — could
result in extended outage restoration times.
We worked with MEC for several years on a plan
to resolve this situation. A series of meetings were
held between representatives of AEPCO and APS
to review numerous options to reestablish backup
power to MEC. To increase the significance and
urgency of this project, we tied it to contract
negotiations with APS for a much larger joint
project — a $34 million project with nine
sub-projects to increase transmission reliability
in Cochise County.
Our negotiations resulted in a low-cost plan to
reestablish a backup arrangement and provide more
reliable service to the town of Bagdad. The plan
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resulted in an agreement whereby both AEPCO
and APS would participate in costs, AEPCO would
provide transmission service for 6 MW of backup
power to essential mine services and the town of
Bagdad and APS would provide AEPCO with
transmission service for 6 MW of backup power to
serve MEC loads. In addition, AEPCO agreed to
construct the project and maintain the new facilities.
In October 2019, an AEPCO transmission crew
began building a new transmission line across a
section of property at the Bagdad Mine, creating an
interconnection from AEPCO’s Bagdad Substation
to an APS 115-kV line. The Bagdad Substation was
expanded with new equipment including breakers,
switches, metering and a transformer. Extensive
testing was conducted before the project was
commissioned and the line was energized in phases
during the first week of December 2019.
The new interconnect provides an alternate feed to
back up the MEC load in the event of an outage of
AEPCO’s line from the WAPA substation in Parker,
significantly improving reliability and reducing the
duration of any outage.

Preparing a steel pole before
it is lifted into place during the
start of construction on the Bagdad
Interconnect Project are (from front),
Brandon Guinane, apprentice lineman;
Tony Ferraro, lineman; and Brad Stretch,
mechanic. The Bagdad Interconnect
Project provides backup power to a
large and remote area served by AEPCO
Member distribution cooperative,
Mohave Electric Cooperative.
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Extending
Gas Contract Operation
AEPCO and its Members entered
2020 with important gas unit contract
extensions in place for several of our gasfired generation assets. These extensions
provide certainty regarding the availability
of capacity and energy associated with
these particular units through 2025.
The five-year gas unit contract extensions encompass
four generating units: Steam Unit No 1 (ST1), Gas
Turbine No. 1 (GT1), Gas Turbine No. 2 (GT2) and
Gas Turbine No. 3 (GT3). We worked closely with
our Class A Members to accomplish these contract
extensions, which provide them with assurances that
expenditures exceeding certain threshold limits will
be subject to additional evaluation and analysis by
Members. The amendment also indicates that by no
later than Jan. 1, 2023, AEPCO and Members
will jointly review future plans for these generating
units to determine whether an additional gas unit
contract extension is prudent.
Extending contract life on these older generating
assets provides AEPCO with the generation flexibility
and reserves necessary to serve our Members’ loads.
Without this assurance from our generating assets, we
could be exposed to volatile short-term market pricing
or face significant expense and risk associated with
building new generation capacity.

The five-year gas unit contract extensions represent more
than a year of dedicated discussions and negotiations
between AEPCO and its Class A Members. Eileen Brien,
director of contract services.

Workers refurbish the burner fronts of ST1 as part of the low NOx conversion project
during a unit overhaul in 2016. This and the other gas-fired units at Apache Generating
Station were slated for contract expiration in December 2020, but the operational use
of the units will continue through December 2025 as a result of newly negotiated unit
contract extensions with our Members, which became effective on Dec. 31, 2019. Our
Members will benefit from lower cost energy and capacity for the next five years thanks
to the fact that these units are mostly depreciated. Work to ST1 returned it to regular
service with the ability to meet new NOx compliance limits. The unit is used to meet
Member load during the summer when temperatures soar. Given its relative efficiency,
AEPCO will use ST1 frequently to meet peak summer loads.
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Modernizing Systems
An Equitable Billing Unit Model
AEPCO has developed a reputation
for innovation and ingenuity in responding
to the needs of our Members. A recent
example of our success is a complex
billing system that we developed in-house.
In contrast to more typical all-in rates,
this new billing system allocates cost
among our Members based on a
“cost-causation” basis that sets
us apart from other G&T Cooperatives.

In 2019, we began developing a further level of
sophistication in our billing system that provides
an even more precise level of cost allocation. This
one-of-a-kind system, which we expect to have fully
tested and implemented by 2021, was created not
by making a major financial investment but rather
by leveraging the commitment to innovation that is
embedded in our culture.
To improve accuracy, our energy services team
worked with Members to develop an economic
model that generates a more fine-grained assessment
of the actual costs incurred by each Member. The
new model will monitor transactions on an hourly
basis, including energy, member load demand, fuel
pricing, and assign corresponding costs.

Jon Martell displays data from the billing unit program during an energy
services staff meeting. The current billing unit program, developed
in-house, monitors transactions on an hourly basis but assigns average
fuel costs on a monthly basis. The proposed hourly cost-causation
model will assign fuel cost per resource on an hourly basis. Attending
the meeting are (from left) Kristine McMinimy, Emily Regis, Thomas
Koumal, Jon Martell, Jamie Avila and Jamie Barker.

This process is similar to the economic models employed
by structured markets such as the California ISO and the
Southwest Power Pool.
We expect to spend 2020 testing and troubleshooting
the new system. New software is being built-out
internally by our in-house team of software developers
using an advanced set of algorithms. This allows us to
not only adopt new technology on a cost-efficient basis,
but also customize that technology to fit the needs
of our Members.

The Arizona G&T Cooperatives energy services staff includes (l-r)
Kristine McMinimy, energy services project administrator; Emily
Regis, fuel services manager; Thomas Koumal, energy services
administrator III; Jon Martell, executive director of energy
services; Jamie Barker, energy services billing administrator III;
and Jamie Avila, energy services billing administrator III.
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Controlling
Mercury Emissions
As part of our commitment to effectively
manage emissions and comply with
environmental regulations, in 2019 AEPCO
continued to demonstrate the efficacy
of its lower-cost process of reducing
atmospheric mercury emissions from its
coal-fired generating unit.
Since 2017, we have been actively refining, through
a process of continual improvement, the mercury
emissions reduction system at Apache Generating
Station. This system reduces the emissions of mercury
from the coal-fired Steam Unit 3, in compliance with
the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s Mercury
and Air Toxics Standard (MATS) administered by
the Arizona Department of Environmental Quality.
The system continually analyzes mercury content and
automatically responds by pneumatically injecting
proprietary powdered activated carbon into the
scrubber inlet duct and a liquid oxidizing agent into
the coal stream that substantially reduces emissions.
A continuous emission monitor system (CEMS) is
rigorously maintained to ensure the process is working
properly and emission measurements are within the
required regulatory limits. In 2019, we also obtained
and installed a secondary CEMS, which serves as a
backup that double-checks the primary system.
Our engineering and maintenance staff worked
together in 2019 to make additional process
improvements to the emissions control process,
including cost-effective modifications to the activated
carbon transfer lines. In the spring of 2020, AEPCO
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will implement a new type of feeder system that will
better handle the activated carbon product.
Improving the mercury emissions system has also
supported a more refined fuel-blending process.
Coal is acquired from various regions, with different
chemical components and properties, including
varying levels of mercury content. Improved mercuryreduction capacity assists in optimizing our fuel blend
and helps minimize fuel expenses and emissions, while
minimally affecting unit efficiency.

Marty Smith, Arizona G&T
Cooperatives manager of
mechanical maintenance (r), points
to cooling towers and a fuel tank that
was cleaned and converted in 2019 to
hold up to 5 million gallons of water that
can be used as a reserve for the cooling
tower water supply during hot summer
peaking days, or any time demand is
high. Smith was providing a tour for
Kansas Settlement resident and
engineer Mark Spencer (l).

The CEMS is rigorously maintained to ensure
the process is working properly and emission
measurements are within the required regulatory
limits. In 2019, we also obtained, installed and
certified a redundant monitoring system, which serves
as a backup that double-checks the primary system.

A continuous emission monitor
system (CEMS) is rigorously
maintained to ensure the
process is working properly
and emission measurements
are within the required
regulatory limits. In 2019, we
also obtained and installed a
secondary CEMS, which serves
as a backup that double-checks
the primary system.
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Managing
Environmental Impacts
AEPCO is committed to actively managing
the effect of our operations on the
environment while meeting the energy
needs of our Members.
In June 2019, the Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) issued the Affordable Clean Energy (ACE) rule
to replace the Clean Power Plan (CPP). The ACE rule
establishes new emissions guidelines for states to use
in the development of plans to limit carbon dioxide
(CO2) emissions from existing coal-fired steam electric
generating units. In the ACE rule, the EPA identifies
heat rate improvements as the best system of emission
reduction.
Each state is empowered to determine how it will
regulate individual coal-fired units subject to the
ACE rule. States must evaluate certain technologies
and practices to establish CO2 standards for affected
units. Those evaluations are used by the Arizona
Department of Environmental Quality (ADEQ)
to establish unit-specific performance standards
expressed in pounds of CO2 emitted per megawatthour. The state of Arizona began the process of
deciding how to regulate the rule in the fall of 2019.
AEPCO has one generating unit in our fleet that
is subject to the ACE rule. We have participated in
ADEQ stakeholder meetings to provide feedback
on the rule. ADEQ is also working with the affected
utilities in Arizona to conduct analyses required
to complete the state plan that is due to the EPA
in July 2022.

will require, among other things, the addition of new
monitoring wells that are planned for completion in
the summer of 2020.
In 2019, our land services department strengthened
relationships with two federally recognized Native
American tribes in an effort to renew existing and
expired transmission right-of-way easements across
tribal lands. This initiative included meeting with
tribal leaders and making presentations to tribal
community groups regarding the purpose and need
for the right-of-way. In addition to tribal outreach,
our land services department worked with multiple
government agencies — including Pima County,
Cochise County, the Arizona State Land Department,
the Arizona Department of Transportation, Western
Area Power Authority, the U.S. Forest Service, the
U.S. Bureau of Land Management and the U.S.
Bureau of Indian Affairs — in support of numerous
successful projects and permitting efforts related to the
operation, maintenance and expansion of AEPCO’s
transmission system.
Minimizing our environmental impact, and working
proactively and collaboratively with various state
and federal agencies, helps support our long-term
goals and strengthens our ability to deliver safe and
affordable energy.

Apache Generating Station operates a permitted solid
waste landfill, which is regulated by ADEQ. In 2018,
we began the process of amending our landfill permit
for the continued operations of this facility, which
Chris Determan, Arizona G&T Cooperatives
senior environmental specialist, examines a
stormwater sample at the Apache Generating
Station.
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Transforming Compliance
A Culture of Accountability
Like every energy organization in the
United States, AEPCO is required to
comply with standards mandated by the
Federal Energy Regulation Commission
(FERC) and enforced by the North
American Electric Reliability Corporation.
(NERC). Altogether, we are mandated
to remain in compliance with more than
60 different standards comprising about
1,300 requirements.
A compliance audit conducted by the Western
Electricity Coordinating Council (WECC) in February
2018 revealed program deficiencies in our critical
infrastructure protection (CIP) standards, which
encompass both physical security and cybersecurity.
Since that time, we have made tremendous strides in
improving our compliance performance in these areas
and throughout our operations.
To help lead our compliance efforts, Ben Engelby
came on board as general counsel and chief
compliance officer in April 2019. We worked closely
with Engelby during the seven years he spent as vice
president of regulatory and reliability services at our
partner company, ACES. He brought to AEPCO
a wealth of experience overseeing compliance of
regulations and reliability standards. Engelby directs
the legal and compliance operations team for AEPCO
that is engineering a major transformation of our
compliance performance.

Transforming compliance also required a sea change
in our organizational culture. We have set our goals
high, with ongoing training and compliance activities
for all AEPCO staff. Our employees have responded
positively to this culture shift and are making a
continual focus on compliance an important part of
their daily jobs. These cultural changes have been
reinforced by a significant reorganization of
our staff, and roles have been redefined across the
board to clarify how each individual is accountable
for achieving our objective of ensuring excellence
in compliance.

A new internal compliance governance model has
been adopted, designed to engage our executive
team in compliance activities. The executive team
is regularly updated regarding ongoing compliance
activities, and holds frequent compliance meetings to
assess progress and keep compliance front and center.

We have set our goals high, with
ongoing training and compliance
activities for all AEPCO staff.
Our employees have responded
positively to this culture shift and
are making a continual focus on
compliance an important part of
their daily jobs.

Initially, the compliance management system
improvements have focused on CIP compliance,
but these efforts will also be extended to operations
and planning compliance in the near future.
To make certain our wide-ranging compliance
initiatives are having the desired impact, we’re taking
steps well in advance of the next WECC audit,
which is scheduled in 2021.
In October 2019, we partnered with the ACES
compliance department to conduct a mock audit of
our compliance program to ensure our personnel are
prepared for the rigors of an actual audit. We will do
it again in the summer of 2020, when an external
consulting group consisting of former WECC
auditors and enforcement specialists will conduct
another rigorous mock audit to ensure our program is
meeting or exceeding our compliance responsibilities.

Better compliance also requires better systems.
In 2019, we made substantial investments in new
compliance software. We are now implementing a
comprehensive compliance management system. This
enterprise-wide software solution manages all aspects
of work flows and tracking solutions for the entire
compliance program. It provides enhanced reporting
functionalities for monitoring the status of compliance
activities and deadlines. By automating evidence
tracking and collection, we are improving accuracy
and greatly augmenting staff efforts in preparing for
future compliance audits.

By taking a holistic approach to the compliance
program, we have made sweeping changes across the
board. The deficiencies identified in the 2018 audit
were addressed and mitigation plans were approved
by NERC regulators. A wide range of additional
measures have been taken to make us much more
nimble in identifying and addressing risks to remain
in compliance.
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Protecting Critical Systems
Cybersecurity Developments
AEPCO maintains a constant, heightened
state of awareness of emerging
cyberthreats. We continually deploy
defensive technologies to remain
prepared for any potential cyberattack
or data breach.
Our objective is not just to ensure we are operating
up to critical infrastructure protection (CIP)
standards as administered by the North American
Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC), but more
generally we must safeguard all of our critical
operating systems. To guarantee only authorized
individuals can access our systems, we make certain
that administrative privileges are locked down,
our software systems are consistently patched and
updated, and we are constantly monitoring and
evaluating our system for cyberattacks.
In 2019, we acquired additional sophisticated tools to
improve our cybersecurity defenses. A state-of-the-art
automated software patching service was implemented
to monitor our systems and automatically notify us
when security patches need to be updated. This has
allowed us to make significant improvements in the
efficiency of our cybersecurity processes. Additional
cybersecurity software was implemented that
performs automated network scans, logging electronic
access on critical systems and producing status reports
for our cyber network. Together, these tools represent
an important component in our efforts to build an
industry-best defense against cyberthreats.
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In November 2019, we participated for the first time
in the national “GridEx” exercise. This biennial
event, coordinated by NERC, brings together
utilities, law enforcement and government agencies to
respond to and recover from simulated, coordinated
cyber and physical security threats and incidents.
Participating in this exercise enabled us to test our
Cybersecurity Incident Response Program, sharpen
employee training and strengthen our preparedness
for cyberattacks. This year, in addition to participating
in the next GridEx exercise, we plan to conduct our
own internal drills to make sure our team remains as
prepared as possible.
Finally, to ensure all of our employees stay sharp,
cybersecurity awareness training is now required for
all staff members before they are granted access to
our systems. Monthly online training modules provide
employees with the latest updates on cyberthreats such
as phishing, and provide instruction on best practices
in key areas that include credentials safety and
password development.

A state-of-the-art automated
software patching service was
implemented to monitor our
systems and automatically notify
us when security patches need
to be updated.

State-of-the-art software tools, coordinated
cybersecurity incident-response drills and
comprehensive training throughout the organization
are some of the important ways we stay vigilant and
prepared in our fight to protect our critical systems
against cyberattacks.

Meeting CIP standards as
administered by NERC is a
priority. Teams of employees are
now dedicated to helping us reach
unprecedented levels of awareness,
defensive posture and resiliency
in the cybersecurity arena.
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Protecting Critical Assets
Physical Security Developments
We are committed to adopting industry
best practices to make AEPCO a stronger,
more secure utility and a safer place for
our employees to work.
Regulators want power companies to ensure that
power delivery is reliable today, but also that
our critical assets are protected to help ensure
reliability tommorw, and into the future. We are
working to adopt industry best practices to reduce
physical threats at all of our facilities by developing
sophisticated processes and implementing new tools
and technologies.
A major focus of 2019 was implementing a
sophisticated and proactive process to ensure our
operations are compliant with existing physical
security standards, as well as new standards
established by the North American Electric
Reliability Corporation (NERC) that went into effect
on Jan. 1, 2020. A wide range of best practices from
across the industry were implemented. Security
procedures and processes were upgraded at all of
our facilities, including improvements to physical
and electronic security and monitoring, incident
response and training.

Security at our Benson headquarters campus was
improved as well. A full-time security coordinator
with a law-enforcement background was hired to
ensure the campus remains safe. A plan is in now
place for physical security at the Benson campus that
is in line with industry standards and best practices.

We are committed to adopting
industry best practices to make
AEPCO a stronger, more secure
utility and a safer place for our
employees to work.

Physical security was hardened at several of our
substations. Access is monitored and managed from
the security center at our Benson headquarters.
This integrated system makes it much easier to
manage access to restricted areas quickly and
efficiently. Security was also hardened at the
Apache Generating Station. An electronic cipher
lock system was added and the number of
access points was reduced.
Physical and electronic security procedures and processes
were upgraded and optimized in 2019 as part of the
overall process to align with industry standards and best
practices. Here, Mike Nelson, executive director of power
production, uses his employee identification card to access
the lock box to obtain the cyber key needed to open the
secured gate at the Apache solar array.
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Striving for Safety
Training for Continuous Improvement

An increased focus on safety awareness continued
to drive ongoing improvements in our safety
performance in 2019. By working collaboratively with
employees, our safety department has empowered
employees to take ownership of safety — not just at
work, but in every aspect of their lives.
A proactive safety process launched over the past
two years continues to instill safety awareness in
our culture companywide. At every job site, a job
hazard analysis (JHA), or a tailboard, is performed
prior to commencing work. Through this process,
all employees involved in the job assemble to discuss
safety requirements and potential hazards. The entire
team reviews scenarios, assesses risks and discusses
emergency procedures.
Positive trends in our safety record support the
impact made by the ongoing improvements achieved
in our safety culture. As safety awareness has
increased, accidents and incidents have decreased.
As a result, we have attained improvements in two key
safety metrics: total injury rate (TIR) and lost-time
rate (LTR). Our TIR decreased to 1.52 per 100
full-time workers for 2019, which was below the
industry average. We also maintained our LTR
for 2019 below the industry average.
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A wide range of safety initiatives were introduced
in 2019. A fall-protection guideline was developed
to ensure employees in our transmission operations
and maintenance (O&M) and facilities areas have the
tools they need to perform their jobs safely at elevated
heights. A new quarterly safety training program was
introduced for staff at our Benson campus. Training
topics for 2019 included defensive driving, fire
extinguisher operation, ergonomics and emergency
action plans. This training program helped engage
office employees in important safety topics for use in
the workplace and at home.

American Emergency Response Training (AERT), a national emergency training organization, spends
more than a week every year training members of the Apache Generating Station ERT team and
other employees to be prepared for any contingency. In the photo at left, Shane Snyder, AERT lead
instructor (top of the GT4 stack) supervises as Tyler Clemson, general maintenance mechanic, lowers
a rescue basket with Dustin Meza, chemistry control tech assistant, during a simulated stack or
tower rescue. In the photo at right, Cody Wilkerson, substation apparatus technician (top left), and
Bill Warner, AERT instructor (far right), lower a mannequin during a simulated substation transformer
rescue. At bottom, Barry Kaiser, substation apparatus working foreman, and Dominic Rydzak,
substation apparatus technician (l-r, both in brown shirts), move in to help lower the mannequin to a
rescue basket.

Safety training as required by the Occupational
Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) was
held for all Apache Generating Station employees
and all transmission O&M employees. Apache
Generating Station employees also participated in
annual emergency response team training. Training
sessions in 2019 included rope rescue and high-angle
rescue training conducted by our emergency response
team and fire brigade. In addition, confined-space
procedures were updated and rescue-and-retrieval
annual training was conducted onsite for transmission
O&M staff at the Benson campus.

We are committed to ensuring that AEPCO employees
have safe, secure workplaces that allow them to perform at
the highest levels. We will continue to seek new and better
ways to maintain a strong safety culture and improve
safety performance throughout our operations.
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Prioritizing People
A Profile of Dedicated Service
Over the past three decades, through
many organizational changes our human
resource team has demonstrated
a commintment to innovation and
workplace excellence.
Emery Silvester began his career with Arizona AEPCO
as a human resources representative in 1988. He rose
through the ranks and in 2011 became director of
administrative services. In that role, he oversees HR
programs for 200-plus Arizona G&T Cooperatives
employees, as well as our communications and facilities
departments.
Over the course of his career, Silvester has worked
to promote a safe, positive culture throughout the
organization, which has been achieved in part by

In 2019, the
communications
and graphic services
departments began
managing communications
programs for Grand
Canyon State Electric
Cooperative Association,
the Arizona
cooperatives’
statewide organization
headquartered in Tempe.
The department also
provides a full range
of communications,
graphics services and
A/V support for Arizona
G&T Cooperatives and
its Member cooperatives.
Front row (l-r): Carol
Kuipers, graphics services
specialist; Jay Strickling,
graphics services prepress/AV specialist; and
James Bujarski, graphics
services manager; back
row (l-r), J.D. Wallace,
communications, social
media and marketing
administrator; and
Geoff Oldfather,
manager of cooperative
communications and
public relations.
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making sure
the workforce is
informed and
on board with
Arizona G&T
Cooperatives’s
strategic
direction.

From left, Hewitt Stuart,
facilities services manager;
Mike Castillo and Rocky
Warner, facilities maintenance
specialists; and B.J. Barker,
contract facilities maintenance
specialist, at the new two-vehicle
EV charging station in the north
parking lot of the Benson campus.
Planning and construction took
a year to complete. The station
became operational in
January 2020.

Silvester has
played a
critical role in
implementing
strategies that have helped improve performance.
One of the first initiatives he worked on after joining
Arizona G&T Cooperatives was an overhaul of the
employee compensation system. This overhaul made
the compensation system more competitive in the
market in order to attract and retain top talent. Over
the years, the HR team also restructured the Arizona
G&T Cooperatives employee benefits package to
balance competitive wages and benefits with costeffectiveness.
Silvester and his HR team have been instrumental
in the development of employee-friendly programs
such as a Wellness Committee and a Consumer Driven
Health Care program that promote healthy lifestyles
across our workforce while producing cost-savings
in health care coverage. He has expanded and
upgraded training and education programs for the
entire workforce, and implemented a succession
management program that is designed to give
employees the foundational training they need to grow
and develop with Arizona G&T Cooperatives.

Silvester’s influence reaches well beyond Arizona G&T
Cooperatives as he has garnered widespread respect
from his peers in the human resources profession. He
has served nearly 20 years on various iterations of the
strategic benefits task force sponsored by the National
Rural Electric Cooperative Association (NRECA). In
this capacity, he reviews, endorses and recommends
new employee benefits as well as changes to benefits
programs that are offered to more than 800 cooperatives
nationwide. He also served as past president of the
National G&T HR Association, and his HR team
hosted the group’s 2019 conference in Tucson.
Silvester has helped Arizona G&T Cooperatives
navigate many changes over the past 32 years. His hard
work, compassion and insight have provided a guiding
force in refocusing the organization around our greatest
strength: Our people.

Tremendous progress in our union relations has
been made over the years with Silvester’s guidance.
He has worked closely with business agents from the
International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers
(IBEW) Local 570 to achieve effective, stable and
mutually beneficial union contracts.
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Shaping Policy
Through Advocacy
As a Member-owned, not-for-profit
cooperative, Arizona G&T Cooperatives
differs significantly from investor-owned
electric utilities. We have a unique
structure, a unique purpose and a unique
story to tell. A strong partnership with
Grand Canyon State Electric Cooperative
Association (GCSECA) ensures our story
is heard at both state and national levels.
GCSECA is a nonprofit, nonpartisan organization
that promotes the best interests of Arizona
G&T Cooperatives and all of Arizona’s electric
cooperatives. It works on our behalf to inform and
influence a wide range of legislation and policies.
In 2019, for example,GCSECA successfully lobbied
for federal legislation that revised sections of the
federal tax code to protect cooperatives and ease
onerous financial burdens. The resulting savings
benefit Arizona cooperative members, as they share
in the ownership of their organizations. GCSECA
secured the bipartisan support of Arizona’s entire
congressional delegation for these changes.
GCSECA also maintains an effective presence at the
Arizona legislature, Arizona Corporation Commission
and with Arizona’s congressional delegation.
Advocating for Arizona G&T Cooperatives and other
Arizona cooperatives was particularly important at
the Arizona Corporation Commission in 2019, as a
number of new proposals were introduced. These
proposals included electric deregulation and energy
mandates, which are potentially inconsistent with the
cooperative’s flexible
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nonprofit business model and could have significant
impacts on ratepayers. So far, GCSECA and its
members have been successful in averting such
proposals from being implemented.
Arizona G&T Cooperatives will continue to rely on
GCSECA as a valuable partner as we move forward
in an increasingly challenging energy landscape.

NEW LEADERSHIP
FOR GCSECA
In 2019, Dave Lock came on board
as the new CEO of GCSECA. Lock
brings 30 years of experience as
an advocate of consumer-owned
electric utilities to the position. Since
joining GCSECA, he has refocused
the organization on strategic planning
to better represent the perspective of
rural electric cooperatives and ensure
our issues remain front and center
with state and federal policymakers.
“We must take care of the
cooperative business model
because it’s the best one,” Lock
said. “No one cares more about
customers than cooperatives. They
are us, and we are them. However,
a lot of folks out there motivated
by profit or political considerations
don’t care about the cooperative
business. That’s why we must
remain vigilant and always fight to
make sure the cooperative business
model is alive and well, now and into
the future.”

Dave Lock, CEO of GCSECA, talks with
a cooperative board member during the winter
legislative rally at the Arizona state capitol,
where CEOs, GMs, board members and other
electric cooperative stakeholders visited with
state legislators to educate them about
electric cooperative issues.
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Preserving the Cooperative Voice
State and Federal Engagement
We continue to grow our employee
support for the Action Committee for
Rural Electrification (ACRE). ACRE
supported accomplishments at both the
state and federal levels, providing more
proof to employees and supporters that
their contributions deliver concrete
results.
Recent accomplishments with state and federal
lawmakers and the call to action for the approaching
elections will provide new rallying points that will
highlight the importance of ACRE membership.

Recent Political
Accomplishments
Our partnerships with Grand Canyon State Electric
Cooperative Association (GCSECA) and the National
Rural Electric Cooperative Association (NRECA)
ensure Arizona cooperatives have a voice that is heard
by local, state and federal elected officials. GCSECA
administers AzACRE, a political action committee
(PAC) that focuses its efforts on developing support
at the Arizona legislature. NRECA administers the
national ACRE program that helps develop support
for cooperative interests in Congress.

Federal
Years of steady work by GCSECA and NRECA
brought a grand slam for cooperatives in the final
weeks of 2019 with four major victories in Congress
within the FY 2020 funding and tax legislative package
that will save millions of dollars for cooperatives across
the nation, including Arizona.
• The bipartisan RURAL Act ensures cooperatives
that accept government grants — for storm
restoration or broadband development, for
example — are not at risk of losing their taxexempt status. Tens of thousands of cooperative
leaders, employees and members across the
country rallied to advocate passage of the bill.
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Elected Arizona
Lawmakers
Supported by
ACRE and AzACRE,
Regardless of
Party Affiliation

• The bipartisan SECURE Act will lower the
premiums electric cooperatives pay to the Pension
Benefit Guaranty Corp. (PBGC) for low-risk
defined benefit pension plans. Nationwide, electric
cooperatives could save more than $30 million a
year in pension insurance premiums. Savings for
Arizona cooperatives are estimated at $500,000
annually.

Congressional Delegation
Sen. Kyrsten Sinema (D-AZ)
Sen. Martha McSally (R-AZ)
Rep. Tom O’Halleran (D-CD1)
Rep. Ann Kirkpatrick (D-CD2)
Rep. Raul Grijalva (D-CD3)
Rep. Paul Gosar (R-CD4)
Rep. Andy Biggs (R-CD5)
Rep. David Schweikert (R-CD6)
Rep. Ruben Gallego (D-CD7)
Rep. Debbie Lesko (R-CD8)
Rep. Greg Stanton (D-CD9)

• The 2020 funding and tax package repealed the
“Cadillac tax” imposed by the Affordable Care
Act on health care benefits that cooperatives and
other employers provide. Without action, this
tax would have imposed a 40% excise tax on
many cooperative health care plans, including the
NRECA group benefits program.
• As a bonus, the 2020 funding and tax package
included repeal of the “parking lot tax” which,
incredibly, would have assessed taxes on
cooperatives whose employees take up more than
half the spaces in its general-purpose parking lot.

Arizona State Senate

Casey Ratlief, GCSECA director of government relations
and grassroots advocacy, provides a report on member
participation in the cooperatives’ PACs: ACRE and AzACRE.

State
A bill sponsored by Sen. Sonny Borrelli that is
making its way through the Arizona legislature will
give cooperatives the legal foundation necessary to
engage in broadband activities while minimizing the
risk of frivolous lawsuits over easement disputes.
The necessity of rural broadband has Members such
as Mohave Electric Cooperative taking action to
provide its member-consumers with true broadband
service to serve the area’s growing demands and drive
economic development. The bill was filed in January
with 19 co-sponsors.

Arizona G&T Cooperatives
ACRE

AzACRE

Both

Unenrolled

22%
68%

6%
4%

Sen. Karen Fann (R-1)
Sen. Lisa Otondo (D-4)
Sen. Sonny Borrelli (R-5)
Sen. Sylvia Allen (R-6)
Sen. Frank Pratt (R-8)
Sen. David Bradley (D-10)
Sen. Vince Leach (R-11)
Sen. Sine Kerr (R-13)
Sen. David Gowan (R-14)
Sen. Heather Carter (R-15)
Sen. J.D. Mesnard (R-17)
Sen. Sean Bowie (D-18)
Sen. Lupe Contreras (D-19)
Sen. Rick Gray (R-21)
Sen. Michelle Ugenti-Rita (R-23)
Sen. Kate Brophy McGee (R-28)

Arizona State House of Representatives
Rep. Daniel Hernandez, Jr. (D-2)
Rep. Alma Hernandez (D-3)
Rep. Andrés Cano (D-3)
Rep. Regina Cobb (R-5)
Rep. Leo Biasiucci (R-5)
Rep. Bob Thorpe (R-6)
Rep. Walt Blackman (R-6)
Rep. Arlando Teller (D-7)
Rep. Myron Tsosie (D-7)
Rep. David Cook (R-8)
Rep. Thomas “T.J.” Shope, Jr. (R-8)
Rep. Mark Finchem (R-11)
Rep. Bret Roberts (R-11)
Rep. Warren Petersen (R-12)
Rep. Gail Griffin (R-14)
Rep. Becky Nutt (R-14)
Rep. Anthony Kern (R-20)
Rep. Ben Toma (R-22)
Rep. John Kavanagh (R-23)
Rep. Rusty Bowers (R-25)
Rep. César Chávez (D-29)
Rep. Robert Meza (D-30)
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Maintaining
Financial Stability
As we enter 2020, Arizona G&T
Cooperatives continues to build financial
stability and position the cooperatives
for the future. Our financial strength is
reflected in a key upgrade to our credit
rating received in 2019.
In October 2019, the credit rating agency Fitch
Ratings upgraded AEPCO’s Issuer Default Rating
(IDR) and other obligations to an “A” rating. In
addition, the credit rating agency S&P Global
Ratings reaffirmed our “A” issuer credit rating with
a stable outlook — a rating we have maintained
each year since 2016.

The Fitch Ratings upgrade comes during a period
in which rating agencies have been updating their
credit guidelines to improve transparency and
comparability. This has resulted in an increased focus
on financial ratios over qualitative factors. Many
companies have experienced ratings adjustments
(both up and down) during this period based on the
strength or weakness of their financial ratios.
AEPCO’s upgrade reflects sustained improvement
in our operating costs and financial leverage
over the past several years. Other factors include
our low operating costs and a sound contractual
framework. The strong credit quality of AEPCO’s
Class A Members is also an important component.

In addition, our Class D Members were cited as
beneficial by providing economies of scale and
diversity that translates to lower overall costs.
These “A” ratings are a solid measure of AEPCO’s
financial strength relative to our peer group in terms
of financial performance, risks and exposures. High
credit ratings give us access to lower cost capital and
provide greater assurance to counterparties in the
financial and energy markets.
Although Times Interest Earned Ratio (TIER)
decreased from 1.92 in 2018 to 1.70 in 2019,
AEPCO’s Debt Service Coverage ratio (DSC)
increased from 1.22 to 1.29. This financial stability
was maintained despite lower net margins. In
addition, we continued to pay down debt faster than
we take on new debt. This has allowed us to achieve
a healthy balance between the debt service we pay
and the net margins we realize.
Net margins of $6,455,124 for 2019 were lower than
the two previous years. This reduction in margins is
largely due to a rate structure that has not undergone
an adjustment since 2013. Inflationary trends could
cause continued erosion in our margins.
AEPCO’s equity continues to grow. Our equity as a
percent of assets was more than 40% at the end of
2019. The growth in equity is due to two primary
factors: our continued favorable margins and having
not taken on a substantial amount of additional
debt. Maintaining a strong equity position reinforces
our ability to financially bolster our balance sheet to
withstand unforeseen economic downturns.

The year 2019 was the 10th consecutive year in
which AEPCO’s controllable and fixed costs have
remained flat or decreased when adjusted for
inflation. By focusing on controlling our operational
and discretionary costs, we have successfully achieved
a lean, efficient operation. However, costs are
expected to marginally increase over the next several
years. We plan to work with our Members to update
our rate design in a way that will provide better cost
signals to their customers. We are preparing to file a
rate case with the Arizona Corporation Commission
in 2021. This would be our first rate case filed since
2012.
AEPCO’s prudent management of costs and debt
has positioned our cooperative for success. A history
of strong financial performance has allowed AEPCO
to maintain base rates, upgrade our S&P credit
rating, and will help us address the challenges of
the future.

These “A” ratings are a solid
measure of AEPCO’s financial
strength relative to our peer
group in terms of financial
performance, risks and
exposures. High credit ratings
give us access to lower cost
capital and provide greater
assurance to counterparties in
the financial and energy markets.

In 2019, AEPCO approved the retirement of
$1,351,893 in capital credits to its Members
based on an allocation of 2018 net margins.
This represented a 5% increase over the prior
year’s retirement. The increase in retirements
was driven by our strong equity position, healthy
cash position and favorable net margins. We
have retired patronage every year since 2012,
totaling $6,871,047.
Pete Scott, Arizona G&T Cooperatives CFO, gives
an update on the results of the annual audit during
the 2019 annual meeting. Scott said by focusing on
controlling operational and discretionary costs, the
cooperative has achieved efficiency in operations.
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Concern for Community
An Ongoing Commitment
“Concern for Community” is a core
principle of cooperative organizations,
and is an ongoing commitment of Arizona
G&T Cooperatives.

Sponsorship of Ronald McDonald
House Charities of Southern AZ
in El Tour de Tucson
Arizona G&T Cooperatives was a “sleeve sponsor”
of Ronald McDonald House Charities of Southern
Arizona, participating in the El Tour de Tucson.
RMHC provides food and lodging services for families
who must travel 30 miles or more for their children to
receive medical treatment in Tucson. The charity also
provides a mobile dentistry unit for children in Cochise
County, where such services are scarce, to receive dental
services on a regular basis.

Posing for a photo outside the Ronald McDonald House Charities
tent at the finish of the 25-, 50- and 100-mile El Tour de Tucson
rides, J.D. Wallace, communications, social media and marketing
administrator; Pete Scott, chief financial officer; and Jon
Martell, executive director of energy services. The Arizona G&T
Cooperatives logo is visible as a “sleeve sponsor” of RMHC.
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Employees Take on
Cooperative Concern for
Community Challenge
Employees, their spouses and children descended
on the parking lot at Benson Primary School to help
freshen the stripes, spread decorative gravel, and
remove overgrown trees and dead brush. School
officials have said the parking lot and pickup area is
the first impression students and parents have when
they arrive at school, and that the area has needed
improvement for years.
J.D. Wallace, communications, social media
and marketing administrator, explains the
vote.coop website and online registration to
a Duncan Valley resident at the Co-ops Vote
booth at the Greenlee County Fair.

Participating in the Cooperative Concern for Community Challenge
are (l-r), Geoff Oldfather, communications and public relations
manager; Kerri Oldfather, receptionist; Emery Silvester, director of
administrative services; J.D. Wallace, communications, social media
and marketing administrator; Matthew Ginsberg, compliance auditor;
Joseph Heersema, IT system administrator I; Sam Franko; Dona
Franko, paralegal; Emma Engelby; Rochelle Engelby; Ben Engelby,
general counsel; Ben Engelby Jr.; Gerard Rodriguez, business
information manager; Darla Rodriguez; and Kristine McMinimy, energy
services project administrator.

In September, Denise Hoyos, Cochise County
Fair president (l), receives a $2,000 donation
from AEPCO that was distributed to every
National FFA Organization and 4-H participant
in the junior auction at the
Cochise County Fair.

Making Donations
Go Even Further
Each year, AEPCO makes sure to use CoBank’s
Sharing Success program to match its donations to two
selected charities. This year, AEPCO donated $1,500
to Willcox Historic Theater for its “Matinee My Way”
program that provides movies in a lights-up, sounddown environment to accommodate patrons with
mental disabilities. AEPCO also provided $1,500 to
Cochise Education Foundation for its classroom minigrant program that provides teachers with additional
funding for classroom projects that promote learning
in new, innovative ways. By using the Sharing Success
program, each of these donations was doubled to
$3,000 with the matching donation from CoBank.

Jacqui Clay, superintendent of Cochise County schools, and
J.D. Wallace, Arizona G&T Cooperatives communications, social
media and marketing administrator, hold two checks for $1,500 each
from AEPCO and CoBank to support Cochise Education Foundation’s
mini-grant program for innovative ideas in local classrooms.
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Our Management
Team

Patrick Ledger
CEO

Tisha Brackeen
Member and Customer
Services Liaison

Ben Engelby
General Counsel

Michelle Freeark
Executive Director of
Regulatory Affairs and
Corporate Services

Shane Sanders
Executive Director of
System Operations

Peter Scott
Chief Financial Officer
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Eileen Brien
Director of Contract Services

Barry Brown
Executive Director of
Engineering and Transmission
Maintenance

Jon Martell
Executive Director of
Energy Services

Michael Nelson
Executive Director of
Power Production

Emery Silvester
Director of Administrative
Services
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